OUR APPROACH TO
SUSTAINABILITY

As a global mobility service provider, we move and connect people, create jobs, invest
and innovate to remain relevant and to improve quality of life. Our sustainability approach
is focussed on minimising impacts on the environment, ensuring road, passenger and
workplace safety, and enhancing the well-being of our people and the community.

BOARD STATEMENT
ComfortDelGro is committed to safeguarding the interests of our Stakeholders for sustainable growth, at the highest
governance level. Sustainability is a key pillar of the Group’s overall strategy and one that the Board pays close attention
to. In particular, we consider Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues as part of our strategic formulation. Our
global sustainability strategy focusses on three key areas: enabling an energy efficient transport system, enhancing the
safety and well-being of the community and our people, and engraining a culture of innovation and strong governance.
Being in the mobility business, we are cognisant that the delivery of our services has a direct impact on the environment.
To this end, we have and continue to work closely with the Regulators, the vehicle manufacturers and our suppliers to
reduce our overall carbon footprint. We are encouraged by the advancement of technology and are keeping close tabs on
developments in the field of Green technology. We are already operating hybrid buses and taxis, and have been working
with manufacturers and Regulators on electric vehicle (EV) trials. We believe that technological advancements will have a
significant impact on the way we operate and our environmental footprint.
Our people, and the people we serve, is another area of focus. From the health & safety of our employees to the support
for the socially disadvantaged, we are constantly looking at ways to improve. Our employees are committed to projects
and activities that contribute to society and help protect the environment. ESG matters as determined by our Stakeholders
and deemed to be material to value creation are integrated into our balanced scorecard, which is used to set objectives,
drive behaviours, measure performance and determine remuneration. The Board reviews and approves these material issues
and has tasked the Senior Management team with the management and monitoring of these issues.
Corporate governance is also something that the Board watches closely. As a company that conducts business on a global
scale, we are committed to nurturing a corporate culture that encourages employees to act ethically and with a strong
sense of mission in meeting the needs of customers and to ensuring transparent management and fair decision-making.
In this regard, the adoption of the corporate auditor system has helped us increase the effectiveness of the auditing and
monitoring functions fulfilled by Auditors. We enhanced the management oversight function of the Board of Directors by
implementing appropriate measures such as reviewing the terms of reference of all Board Committees and building Board
competence through relevant trainings and workshops.
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK

In 2019, we mapped the United Nation’s (UN) Sustainability Development Goals
(SDGs) into our sustainability framework. We focus our framework on the 10 SDGs
that are most relevant to our business. ComfortDelGro supports the achievement
of these SDGs through the three key pillars: Enabling an Energy-efficient Transport
System, Enhancing the Safety and Well-being of the Community and Our People, and
Engraining a Culture of Innovation and Strong Governance. For each of these pillars,
we set targets and commitments, and implement measures to contribute to the SDGs.
ENABLING AN ENERGY EFFICIENT
TRANSPORT SYSTEM

ENGRAINING A CULTURE OF INNOVATION
AND STRONG GOVERNANCE

Climate Change
Reducing our Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions through improving energy
efficiency and transiting to a Greener fleet

Governance
Maintain strong and effective corporate
governance, while fostering an ethical culture
of conducting business with integrity

Affordable and Clean Energy
Increase the use of solar
energy for cleaner power while
reducing energy cost

Innovation
Enable transformation through
experimentation, technology
and partnerships

Responsible Consumption
Manage our operations and
facilities efficently to minimise
the use of resources and waste

OUR
SUSTAINABILITY
FRAMEWORK

Health & Safety
Make Health & Safety an integral part
of our business and culture – for our
commuters and our people
Growing Our People
Empower and grow our people
through engaging employment
and lifelong learning

ENHANCING THE SAFETY
AND WELL-BEING OF THE
COMMUNITY AND OUR PEOPLE

Sustaining Our Community
Contributing to the communities
by providing safe, efficient and
accessible mobility to all

Sustainability Report 2019
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

OUR SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
OUR SUSTAINABILITY
PILLARS

TARGETS

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2019

Enabling an Energy Efficient Transport System

Climate Change
Take urgent action to
combat climate change
and its impacts

By 2023,
• Reduce GHG emissions
intensity by 20% from
2015 level
• 100% hybrid vehicles for
taxi fleet
• 50% of all office
buildings in Singapore
to be green building
certified
By 2030,
• Reduce GHG emissions
intensity by 50% from
2015 level
• Increase hybrids for all
other vehicles
• 100% of all office
buildings in Singapore
to be green building
certified
By 2023,
• Increase solar
photovoltaic (PV)
output to 4 MWP

Affordable and
Clean Energy
Ensure access to
affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern
energy for all

By 2030,
• Increase solar PV output
to 8 MWP

By 2023,
• All Singapore Business
Units to be Eco Office
Plus certified
Responsible Consumption
and Production
Ensure sustainable
consumption and
production patterns
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By 2030,
• Promote Green
Corporate culture across
Business Units in all
countries
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GHG Emission Intensity
We improved our GHG emission intensity by 5.0% in 2019,
and are on track to achieve our 2023’s target.
Greener Fleet
We are in the process of transiting our taxi fleet from diesel
to hybrids. To-date, 43.9% of our Singapore taxi fleet is
hybrids. In London, two of our Metroline bus routes are
running on fully-electric buses. (See pg 24)
Green Buildings & Facilities
We improved our facilities to incorporate energy-saving
designs and equipment. We will adhere to the Building
and Construction Authority’s Green Mark guidelines while
renovating our premises and progressively certifying our
buildings and facilities. (See pg 25)

Clean Energy Sources
We are increasing the use of solar energy in our facilities.
In Singapore, our total solar PV output reached 1.85MWP
in 2019. We have also installed the first commercial Direct
Current fast charging station in Singapore to support the EV
fleet. (See pg 24 & 26)

Reduce, Reuse & Recycle (3Rs)
We manage our operations and facilities efficiently to
minimise waste and actively promote the 3Rs. In 2019,
we set up e-waste recycling facilities at several premises.
(See pg 28 & 29)
Green Corporate Culture
We actively promote a Green corporate culture in
ComfortDelGro and our people. In 2019, we further affirmed
our commitment by achieving six Eco Office Plus awards.
(See pg 26)

OUR SUSTAINABILITY
PILLARS

TARGETS

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2019

Enhancing the Safety and Well-Being of the Community and Our People
• Zero fatalities

Good Health & Well-Being
Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all
at all ages

• Injury rates below
national averages in our
locations of operation

Workplace Health & Safety
Health & safety is a critical element that is integrated into our
culture and daily operations. We achieved zero workplace
fatality in 2019 and managed to keep our injury rates below
the national averages. (See pg 34 & 35)
• Invest in education and
training opportunities to
develop our people

Quality Education
Ensure inclusive and
equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all

• Promotes digital training
across all Business Units

• Increase female
representation in the
workplace
Gender Equality
Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls

• Ensures equitable
remuneration structure
based on work
performance without
gender bias
• Commits to the key
principles of fair
employment practices

Decent Work &
Economic Growth
Promote sustained,
inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and
productive employment
and decent work for all

• Abide by labour laws

• Continuous
improvements in
mobility and accessibility
for the communities
Sustainable Cities &
Communities
Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe
resilient and sustainable

Road Safety
Passenger safety is top priority in ComfortDelGro.
We managed to reduce our road fatalities and passenger
injuries in 2019. We will strive for zero road fatality in 2020.
(See pg 32 & 33)

Employee Engagement
We put in place various programmes to build our talent pool.
In 2019, we launched a series of leadership development
programmes, partnered the National Taxi Association to
provide digital training for our cabbies, and started training
drivers to handle autonomous vehicles. (See pg 40 & 41)

Diversity & Equal Opportunity
Workplace diversity is fundamental to professional and
organisational development. Female representation in
all our three Boards has exceeded the target established
by the Council for Board Diversity. In the April 2019
Workplace Equality Report by Equileap, the leading
organisation providing data and insights on gender equality,
ComfortDelGro is ranked 24th out of 100 leading companies
for gender equality in the Asia Pacific region, and ranked first
in the Industrial sector in this region. (See pg 39)
Fair Employment
ComfortDelGro Group is a signatory in the Tripartite Alliance
of Fair and Progressive Employment Practices (TAFEP). We
adhere to the key principles of fair employment practices and
abide by labour laws to provide a better workplace for all. We
strongly subscribe to zero tolerance for discrimination and
employees are selected based on merit. (See pg 39)

Sustaining Our Community
We strive to contribute to the communities by providing safe,
efficient and accessible mobility to all. In Singapore and UK,
over 90% of our buses are wheelchair accessible. In 2019,
our North East and Downtown Lines made improvements in
reliability and both exceeded the 1 Million Mean Kilometres
Between Failure (MKBF) target. (See pg 42 & 43)

Sustainability Report 2019
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

OUR SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
OUR SUSTAINABILITY
PILLARS

TARGETS

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2019

Enabling an Energy Efficient Transport System
• Zero cases of corruption
and fraud
Peace, Justice &
Strong Institutions
Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for
sustainable development
provide access to justice
for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels

There is no corruption or fraud incident reported in 2019.
(See pg 49)

• Invest in new
technologies to benefit
the industry and
communities
Industry, Innovation &
Infrastructure
Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization
and foster innovation
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Sustainability & Risk Governance
To further strengthen our corporate governance and risk
management, a Group-level Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) review was undertaken in 2019. We also put in place a
governance structure for personal data protection.

• Drives innovation and
change initiatives
• Embeds principles
and mind-set of
transformation office
among Stakeholders

ComfortDelGro Corporation Limited

Innovation & Transformation
The Group Transformation Office continued to undertake
various transformation and experimentation initiatives,
including the NUSmart Shuttle and on-demand bus
trials. Through its US$100 million venture capital fund,
ComfortDelGro also invested in several mobility-related
start-ups. Together with the Land Transport Authority and
another public transport operator, ComfortDelGro organised
the Singapore Mobility Challenge to source for ideas or
technology that could benefit the public transport industry
or commuters. (See pg 20 & 21)

MATERIALITY
The materiality process guides ComfortDelGro in focussing on the most important
issues for long-term value creation. This report hones in on topics which have been
deemed as material to ComfortDelGro’s businesses and key Stakeholders, based on
the economic, environmental and social impact caused by our business activities.
We started our sustainability reporting journey in 2015 with an
in-depth materiality assessment. The assessment was based
on international best practice, integrating the principles of
Stakeholder Inclusivity and Sustainability Context. This would
enable us to focus on matters that impact business growth and
are of importance to our Stakeholders, in the wider context
of sustainability.

The second phase of the assessment involved ComfortDelGro’s
Senior Management and External Stakeholders prioritising
and validating the identified issues. The final list of issues
that are deemed as material to us are the issues that have
significant economic, environmental, and social impacts, or
could substantively influence the assessments and decisions
of our Stakeholders.

The first phase of the assessment included an initial identification
and prioritisation of ESG topics using the internationally accepted
AccountAbility 5-Part Materiality Test model, as part of the AA1000
Standard. Using the model, we considered regulatory and nonregulatory norms, stakeholder behaviour and concerns, our core
business policies and values, short-term financial impacts and
business peer-based norms to identify issues that are most relevant
to ComfortDelGro.

In 2019, we reviewed the issues internally and have deemed
that they remain relevant to our business and Stakeholders.
The table below shows our material issues of high and medium
priority levels.

ComfortDelGro’s Material Issues
LEVEL: HIGH
Anti-Corruption (I&E)
Economic Performance (I&E)
Energy Efficiency, Air Emissions (I&E)
Health & Safety (I&E)
Labour-Management Relations, Employee Engagement (I)
Non-Discrimination (I&E)
Public Policy and Regulatory Framework (I&E)

LEVEL: MEDIUM
Accessibility (E)
Diversity (I&E)
Employee Training (I)
Local Communities (E)
Waste Management (I&E)
Water Consumption (I&E)

Topic boundaries, in terms of whether impacts are relevant to internal or external Stakeholders, were considered during the materiality assessment.
(I = Relevant to internal Stakeholders, E = Relevant to external Stakeholders)

Sustainability Report 2019
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY AND RISK GOVERNANCE

A robust governance framework is critical for effective management of economic,
environmental and social risks, and opportunities, and also the long-term success
of the organisation.
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Sustainability Governance Structure

Corporate Governance and Risk

Led by our Chairman Mr Lim Jit Poh, the Board of Directors
champions and provides oversight on ComfortDelGro’s
sustainability effort. ESG matters are deliberated by the Board
of Directors every half-yearly at the tabling of the six-monthly
progress report.

As part of our wider governance framework, we aligned our
governance policies and practices with the principles and
guidelines set out in the Code of Corporate Governance issued
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore on 6 August 2018.
We also have in place a robust Enterprise Risk Management
Risk Framework which enables our Group and Business Units
to understand the nature and complexity of the risks involved
in the operations and provides a systematic process to identify
and review the risks and prioritise resources to manage them.

In 2019, we saw the appointment of Ms Jessica Cheam to our
Board, which reflects our resolve to take sustainability issues
seriously and to build a sustainable enterprise. Ms Cheam, with
her experience as the Managing Editor of sustainability media
platform Eco-Business and a strong advocate for climate action,
is in a favourable position to engage the Board on ESG matters
that ComfortDelGro faces. Increasing the Board’s fluency in
ESG risks and opportunities enables the Group to effectively
move towards a business strategy that goes beyond short-term
financial motives.
The Sustainability Steering Committee, chaired by our MD/Group
CEO Mr Yang Ban Seng, and comprising key members of the
Senior Management, reviews ComfortDelGro’s sustainability
performance and reports performance against targets to the
Board. The Steering Committee plays a key role in driving the
Group’s sustainability ambitions, spearheaded by our Group Chief
Risk & Sustainability Officer Mr Jackson Chia, who is assisted
by the ESG Working Groups. Each working group convenes
bi-monthly to review the progress and discuss how the Group
and its Business Units can better implement initiatives and
contribute to the ESG efforts.

We continue to adopt the precautionary principle in our riskbased approach. We are a signatory of the UN Global Compact
and are committed to the 10 principles on Human Rights,
Labour, Environment and Anti-corruption. More information
on our corporate governance and risk management can be
found on pages 59 to 74 and 78 to 80 in the ComfortDelGro
Annual Report 2019.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SUSTAINABILITY STEERING
COMMITTEE
(CHAIRED BY MD/GROUP CEO)

Building Sustainability Competence
On 17 October 2019, our Board of Directors and Senior
Management from Singapore and overseas underwent training
on sustainability to keep abreast of arising sustainability-related
risks and opportunities, and to build sustainability thinking into
day-to-day work. Engagements like these, conducted by Paia
Consulting with inputs from the Investment Stewardship Team
at BlackRock, help to ensure that our sustainability strategy,
targets and initiatives are communicated and shared, and that
all Board members and Senior Management understand the
role they play in helping to achieve our sustainability goals.
In 2019, we further strengthened our sustainability commitment
and direction with the setting of targets and mission statements
for each of our material topic.

GROUP CHIEF RISK &
SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER

ENVIRONMENTAL
WORKING
GROUP

SOCIAL
WORKING
GROUP

Sustainability Report 2019

GOVERNANCE
WORKING
GROUP
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
ComfortDelGro’s approach
to sustainability is
firmly supported by our
commitment to create
long-term sustainable
value for our Stakeholders,
who are identified through
our Risk Management
process. Key Stakeholders,
such as our Customers,
Shareholders, Employees,
Partners and Regulators,
are groups that can
significantly impact or be
impacted by our operations.
ComfortDelGro utilises
various channels to regularly
and actively engage our key
Stakeholders. Sustainability
topics have been discussed
more frequently with
increased awareness among
our Stakeholders.
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CUSTOMERS

SHAREHOLDERS

Safety, accessibility and the overall
service experience are the top areas of
concern amongst customers. In 2019,
we commissioned our User Experience
(UX) Labs to conduct usability tests
of our taxi booking app – the firstever across the Group and for a taxi
company in Singapore.

We are committed to disseminating
accurate and pertinent information to
the market in a timely manner as part
of good corporate governance. During
the year, the Investor Relations team
met 305 groups of fund managers,
analysts and equity sales personnel
over 130 meetings. Key concerns
discussed included the Group’s share
price, competition in the Australia,
China and Singapore taxi markets,
the economic impacts of Brexit and
the United Kingdom Government’s
spending on transport infrastructure.

We conduct outreach programmes
where new and existing customers
are invited to visit our operations.
We also reach out to customers
through information counters,
hotlines, as well as monthly
Meet-the-Managers sessions. We
collect customer feedback via
questionnaires, online feedback
forms and our service hotlines.
We also look at feedback from the
annual Public Transport Customer
Satisfaction Survey, conducted by
the Public Transport Council. In
2019, 99.4% of commuters surveyed
perceived that overall quality of
public transport services had improved
from the year before.

ComfortDelGro Corporation Limited

In 2019, we had 68 face-to-face
office meetings and conference calls
with the media and sell-side analysts.
We also participated in nine investor
conferences and non-deal roadshows,
which provide direct access to new
and existing institutional investors
from around the world.

EMPLOYEES

REGULATORS

PARTNERS AND SUPPLIERS

Employee engagement is a critical
aspect of our human resource
management. We conduct regular
employee engagement programmes
through seminars, training courses,
quarterly newsletters and weekly
dialogue sessions to address key
topics of concerns including training
and remuneration. We also organise
events for team bonding, well-being
and community giving.

As the provision of public land transport
services is highly regulated, the Group,
through our various Business Units,
holds regular weekly dialogue sessions
with the various Regulators including
the Land Transport Authority, the SGX,
the National Environment Agency and
the Ministry of Manpower.

We work closely with our Partners
and Suppliers to ensure the smooth
delivery of our services and to achieve
our sustainability goals. ComfortDelGro
Taxi and ComfortDelGro Engineering
are actively partnering with EV original
equipment manufacturers and charging
station manufacturers to experiment
different models of EVs.

In 2019, we launched a series of
leadership development programmes
catered to the specific needs of different
employee groups, to encourage
critical thinking, innovation and team
spirit. Additionally, we conducted a
sustainability workshop in October
for key individuals from our Singapore
Business Units, to increase their
awareness of the latest sustainability
trends, affirm their roles in contributing
to our sustainability goals, and
encourage them to incorporate
sustainability in their day-to-day work.

A range of topics are discussed at such
meetings, including upcoming trends
and technologies, safety, competition,
environmental and accessibility issues.
Where Regulators seek consultation
in reviewing existing and emerging
policies, we are responsive and strive
to provide constructive feedback.

Our procurement policy includes a
supplier assessment to ensure there
is no adverse impact on society and
the environment. We also manage
our Suppliers carefully to ensure fair
opportunity and responsible practices
and strict adherence to anti-corruption
policies. More information can be
found in the next chapter.

Sustainability Report 2019
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS

PROVIDING EXCELLENT SERVICE
TO OUR CUSTOMERS
We are committed to achieving service excellence. Each year, our employees do
us proud when they receive prestigious external awards in recognition of their
exemplary service.
In 2019, we had 175 staff who were recipients of the National Kindness Award-Transport
Gold; and five staff who were recipients of the Land Transport Excellence AwardOutstanding Service Individuals (Public Transport). Across the Group, we also had a
total of 2,072 staff who received the Excellent Service Award.
National Kindness Award-Transport Gold
This national award recognises frontline staff in the transport industry who have
displayed exemplary service and gracious behaviour during their course of work.
It aims to inspire the recipients to continue to shine and influence their colleagues in
contributing towards a more pleasant and gracious society. From SBS Transit, there
were 118 recipients, with three Bus Operations and three Rail Operations staff being
conferred the Outstanding Award. From ComfortDelGro Engineering, there were
17 recipients with two staff being conferred the Outstanding Award. There were
also thirty-three recipients from ComfortDelGro Taxi and seven recipients from
ComfortDelGro Bus.

TOTAL
RECIPIENTS

OUTSTANDING
AWARDS

118

6

ComfortDelGro Engineering

17

2

ComfortDelGro Taxi

33

5

ComfortDelGro Bus

7

-

SBS Transit

Land Transport Excellence Award-Outstanding Service Individuals (Public Transport)
This national award recognises individuals who have played important roles in
developing a people-centred, efficient, innovative and sustainable land transport
system. Four Bus Operations staff and one Rail Operations staff from SBS Transit
were conferred the award.
Excellent Service Award
This award recognises individuals who have gone beyond the call of duty in delivering
exceptional service. It seeks to develop service models for staff to emulate and create
service champions. The total number of winners from our Business Units are as follows:

SBS Transit

STAR

GOLD

SILVER

TOTAL

438

496

1,055

1,989

ComfortDelGro
Engineering

0

34

16

50

ComfortDelGro Taxi

9

3

21

33
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PRACTISING
TRANSPARENCY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
We are proud to be recognised for our
efforts to be transparent, accountable
and engaging with our shareholders and
investors.
At the Singapore Corporate Awards 2019,
the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of VICOM
won the Best CFO Award in the Mid-cap
category.
At the 20th Securities Investors Association
(Singapore) Investors’ Choice Awards 2019,
VICOM was the winner of the Singapore
Corporate Governance Award, Mid-cap
category, runner-up for the Shareholder
Communications Excellence Award,
Mid-cap category and runner-up for
the Most Transparent Company Award,
Consumer Discretionary Services category.
SBS Transit was also the runner-up for
the Most Transparent Company Award,
Consumer Discretionary Services category.

MANAGING OUR SUPPLY CHAIN
We work closely with our suppliers to maintain high standards of operation.
We uphold fairness and respect in our relationships with our suppliers, pay
our bills on time, and are transparent in all contracts and negotiations.
Purchases from Our Suppliers
The bulk of our purchases consist of energy and direct material & services for the
operation and maintenance of our fleets. In 2019, we purchased over 1,500 hybrid
taxis and fully-electric taxis. About 90% of our spend is with 45 suppliers, of which 22
of them have worked with us for more than five years. We have long-term contracts
of three years or more with 203 suppliers.

Supplier Selection
We select our suppliers using a multi-criteria weighted matrix, with each criterion
assigned a weightage according to its relative importance. Criteria used include the
supplier’s technical capabilities, service quality, supply assurance, environmental
responsibility, safety records, financial stability and cost competitiveness. Suppliers
are also made aware of our Supplier Ethics Policy in every tender document, which
outlines our expectations on fair practice, ethical conduct, social and environmental
responsibility. We refrain from working with suppliers if they cannot comply with our
Policy, and have implemented measures to mitigate supply chain risks in the areas of
Fraud and Corruption, Supply, Legal, Price, Environmental, and Health & Safety. Read
more about our Supplier Ethics Policy in Annex A.

Type of Suppliers by
Purchase Value
Indirect Material
& Services

15%

(E.g. Facility
Management,
IT, Operating
Supplies)

Energy

43%

(E.g.
Electricity,
Diesel)

Supplier Performance Management
We conduct Supplier Performance Management exercises regularly to assess our
suppliers’ performance against market norms and the expectations agreed upon
in our contracts. Key suppliers are appraised on their cost management, safety and
service standards. These contribute to our risk mitigation efforts, allowing us to
accurately uncover the root causes of potential problems and resolve them as quickly
as possible. Moving forward, we plan to further integrate ESG criteria into the supplier
performance scoring system.
As part of our digitalisation efforts, our new procurement software, ComPASS
(ComfortDelGro Procurement, Analytics, Sourcing and Supplier) will be introduced
in 2020 for Singapore and be extended to other locations of operation in the coming
years. The electronic spend management system will drive end-to-end procurement
processes, which cover supplier onboarding, sourcing, contract management, procureto-pay and spend analysis functions. ComPASS will enable a more robust supplier
governance, and will help us work more closely with suppliers to improve processes
and ensure compliance with environmental and safety regulations.

Assets

19%

Direct Material
& Services

23%

(E.g. Facility
Management,
(E.g. Automotive
IT, Operating parts, Consumables
Supplies)
and Vehicle
Maintenance
Services)

Overview of the Supplier
Performance Scoring System
PROCUREMENT (30%)
Assessed by Procurement
QUALITY (25%)
Assessed by Contract Owner
LOGISTICS (25%)
Assessed by Supplies & Logistics
TECHNOLOGY (10%)
Assessed by Contract Owner
SUPPLY SECURITY (10%)
Assessed by Finance & Supplier
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